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I thoroughly enjoyed the

day, it was great to have the

opportunity to execute a

piece from start to finish in one

Vivien was great: her knowledge is

fantastic, and she was both

generous with sharing her

expertise and tireless in helping 

all of us there. After a brief

introduction, with some key tips,

Vivien encouraged us to get on

with the task of designing and

executing a small piece. She had

brought a selection of possible

quotes to use, as well as plenty of

examples of artwork and lettering

we could take ideas from.

WORKSHOP REPORT  CELTIC PAGE  Vivien Lunniss FSSI FCLAS

I was lucky enough to attend Vivien’s workshop on

creating a Celtic Page in February. It was very well

attended (practically standing room only!), and as a

relatively new member I was made to feel most welcome.

Michael Anderson

WORKSHOP GALLERY

sitting.  Vivien didn’t stop all day:

continually touring the room

answering questions and giving

advice and encouragement. 

What was lovely to see at the 

end of the day was the sheer

variety of pieces people had

executed. All in all, a thoroughly

enjoyable and productive day!  

Michael Anderson 
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A productive weekend at 
both our venues



Above & right:
Woman
playing harp,
gold on black
and drawing on
linen

Right: Vision of
the Holy Grail
tapestry

Earlier this year our youngest

member Emma Lewis, 

not yet a teenager, went to

London for a arty day out with

her mum, our editor.

Editor Emma, your day out in

London to see the Anglo-Saxon

exhibition at the British Library

included a visit to the largest

Burne-Jones showcase of his

work for forty years at the Tate

Gallery too. What are your

impressions?

Emma He’s a dude. I found the

British Library quite boring but I

liked the art thingy.

Editor What did you like about

the Artist’s Date, apart from the

fact that you matched some of

the subjects in the works with

your Pre-Raphaelite looks?

Emma What?

Editor About the Tate, what

was it you liked?

Emma I liked the paintings.

Editor Yes I did too, and the

tapestries and the jewellery,

although the giant slug

installations were a surprise.

Thanks for coming with me.

Emma Lewis
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TATE BRITAIN  Sir Edward Burne-Jones 1833–1898 

Left:  Perseus and the Graiae 1877-8
Silver and gold leaf, gesso 
and oil paint on oak. 
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Brockhampton Church,

Herefordshire was

commissioned by Alice Foster in

memory of her parents. Her

architect was William Lethaby

and it was his last major work

completed in 1902.

It is widely recognised as one of

the most important Arts and Crafts

buildings of the 20th Century and

one of only two thatched

churches in the country.

The Arts and Crafts movement

believed in the use of traditional

craft rather than mechanisation

to make things and that useful

objects could also have beauty.

Arts and Crafts practitioners were

great collaborators and this

church has stained glass windows

by Christopher Whall and

tapestries by Burne-Jones made at

the Morris & Co workshop.

I visited the church for the first

time a couple of years ago. All

Saints is in a beautiful setting – a

hill above the river Wye, surrounded

by rolling countryside. 

The church sits neat and compact

on its hillside, the combination of

stone and thatch is a cosy one and

it looks loved and cared for. 

I was immediately struck by the

harmony of all the elements,

ironwork, stonework, woodwork –

everything is considered, beautiful

and functional.

Inside the church is light and airy

with a beautiful carved stone

font. On each pew is an

embroidered seat cushion and

each hymn book similarly 

has an embroidered cover. These

were made and donated

anonymously in 1960 echoing

the wild flowers carved on the

choir stalls and growing in the

churchyard. The altar is flanked

by two stunning angel tapestries

designed by Burne-Jones.

When we visited on a lovely

sunny day the church yard was

empty but for a man on his hands

and knees drawing out lettering

on a new memorial to the Foster

family. He was a stone mason

about to spend the summer

carving the poem ‘There is a

pleasure in the pathless woods’

by Byron into the stone. 

Beautiful things are still being

made by hand. 

Sarah Morgan
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ART IN CHURCHES
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Thank you to both groups

working hard on the

Envelope Exchange. This year’s

has been an epic one and we

really enjoy seeing the creative

ideas members come up with. 

March’s brief was to

decorate a postcard 

with a map or 

landmark of your

recipients address 

as part of the design.

The Committee

ENVELOPE EXCHANGE
MARCH 2019

We always welcome news

of interesting sights

discovered by members or their

friends – thank you to Avril

Green for inboxing us. This

exhibition in Florence is

newsworthy as the research

conducted into the manuscript

collections at a library, next door

to Michelangelo’s museum, lead

to the discovery of a large

number of texts connected to

women where they appear as the

creators, as well as the subjects,

of the work examined.

The role of women as authors

and scribes has never been

explored by the library before

and is a topical theme, currently

being explored in painting as

well, with open ended runs. This

exhibition was also unusual in

that manuscripts from the 18th –

19th centuries were included,

whereas past exhibitions have

always focused on the oldest

collections. This made it possible

to display codices and some

unseen letters that had been

studied very little.

The 66 manuscripts 

on display were

arranged in

chronological order,

from the 7th – 6th

centuries BC to the first 

half of the 20th century.

They were authors of poems,

treatises, memoirs, diaries, and

both public and private letters.

The women were from Italy

and beyond, some of whom had

major public roles but also

featured were previously

unacknowledged nuns who

worked as copyists in 

Florentine convents.

The exhibition is on again at

the Biblioteca Medicea

Laurenziana, Florence in

October 2019 and more

information can be found on

the library’s Facebook page.

Avril Green, May 2018

BIBLIOTECA MEDICEA LAURENZIANA  Voci di Donne – Women’s Voices
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